MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD AT THE BOARD OF FISHERIES

herringcomments.com
HOW TO COMMENT

Written comments for the 2021 Southeast Board of Fisheries meeting are being accepted now through December 22, 2021

1. Visit herringcomments.com
2. Choose 'Southeast - Comments due 12/22/2021'
3. Complete the form with your contact info and comment
4. Click 'Submit Comment'

If you would like to send attachments you can also submit comments by email at dfg.bof.comments@alaska.gov

You may talk about multiple proposals in the same comment
You may submit multiple comments
WHAT TO INCLUDE

Who you are
subsistence harvester or eater, commercial fishermen, connection to Sitka, any organizations you're representing, etc.

Why the herring are important to you
culture, food, ecosystem, economy, etc.

The specific proposal numbers you support
156, 157, 158

The specific proposal numbers you oppose
159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165

Your reasoning
why you support conserving the remaining herring and increasing future herring abundance, changes you've seen in the herring, etc.
WHAT NOT TO INCLUDE

Personal attacks, inflammatory or inappropriate language
the Board of Fisheries may not accept comments that include
any of the above

More than 100 single-sided pages
write as little or as much as you want and include as many
supporting materials as you like, but if it's more than 100
pages, make sure to submit it in multiple parts
More Resources

Follow @herringprotectors on Facebook & Instagram

Visit https://cutt.ly/0jZdEuG for herring resources and Herring Protector recommendations on the Board of Fisheries proposals

Stay tuned for screenings of Yaá at Wooné (Respect for All Things)